Real causal processes may contain feedback loops and change over time. In this paper, we model cycles and non-stationary distributions using a mixture of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). We then study the conditional independence (CI) relations induced by a density that factorizes according to a mixture of DAGs in two steps. First, we generalize d-separation for a single DAG to mixture d-separation for a mixture of DAGs. We then utilize the mixture d-separation criterion to derive a global Markov property that allows us to read off the CI relations induced by a mixture of DAGs using a particular summary graph. This result has potentially far reaching applications in algorithm design for causal discovery. Keywords: Causality, Global Markov Property, Directed Acyclic Graph, Cycles
The Problem
Causal processes in nature may contain cycles and the joint density over the random variables may change over time. However, most modern representations of causality cannot accommodate cycles and non-stationarity simultaneously. For example, the directed acyclic graph (DAG) does not contain cycles by virtue of its acyclicity (Spirtes, 2001) . Structural equation models with cycles assume a stationary distribution (Spirtes, 1994; Forré and Mooij, 2017; Strobl, 2018) . Dynamic Bayesian networks also assume stationarity within each time step (Dagum et al., 1992 (Dagum et al., , 1995 . We therefore require an alternative representation of causality in order to better model many real causal processes.
Recently, Strobl (2019) proposed to generalize the DAG using a mixture of DAGs. Recall that we can utilize a DAG G over X to represent a joint density f (X) that factorizes as follows:
where Pa G (X i ) refers to the parents, or direct causes, of X i ∈ X. Notice that each parent set remains fixed over time. Under the mixture of DAGs framework, we consider an auxiliary variable T and assume that the joint density f (X ∪ T ) factorizes according to a DAG G t over Z = X ∪ T at any time point T = t:
f (X i |Pa G T =t (X i ), T = t)f (T = t).
Notice that the parent sets may now vary with time because they are indexed by T . As a result, the density f (X|T ) and the DAG structure over X may also change across time. We Figure 1: We consider the cyclic causal process depicted in (a). We decompose (a) into two DAGs X i → X j and X j → X i at time points 1 and 2, respectively. We draw the red samples in the table in (b) from f (X i , X j |T = 1) which factorizes according to X i → X j . Similarly, we draw the black samples in the table from f (X i , X j |T = 2) which factorizes according to X j → X i .
then consider a mixture of DAGs by "mixing across time" or integrating out T :
The above mixture of DAGs representation allows us to model both cycles and nonstationarity simultaneously. Consider for example the causal process shown in Figure 1 involving two random variables. Intuitively, a cycle occurs when we iteratively "cycle through" or "unravel" the variables in the feedback loop. In this case, first X i causes X j , then X j causes X i , then X i causes X j and so forth. This suggests that we can decompose the cycle into two DAGs X i → X j and X j → X i . Suppose for simplicity that X i causes X j at time point 1, and X j causes X i at time point 2. The joint density f (X i , X j ) therefore factorizes as follows at T = 1 and T = 2, respectively:
Notice then that f (X|T ) = f (X); we thus say that f (X) is non-stationary. Unfortunately, we may not always have the luxury of sampling from only one of the above two densities. We therefore instead suppose that we can at least sample from both time steps, or from the following mixture density:
We have included a dataset sampled according to the above mixture density in Figure 1 . There, the two red samples correspond to samples from f (X i , X j |T = 1) and the three black samples correspond to samples from f (X i , X j |T = 2). We now have a clear understanding of what it means to sample from the cycle in Figure 1 ; we have samples obtained from a mixture of two densities that each factorize according to a DAG because sometimes we obtain samples when X i causes X j , and other times we obtain samples when X j causes X i .
In this report, we focus on deriving the global Markov property for a mixture of DAGs. This property will allow us to read off the conditional independence (CI) relations implied by the joint density in Equation (2) using a graphical criterion. Note that two attempts have been made to derive this property in the past. Spirtes (1994) for example derived a global Markov property for a mixture of DAGs, but his proposal misses many important CI relations lying on directed paths. Strobl (2019) also made an attempt to derive the property in order to account for the additional CI relations, but several investigators discovered a counter-example to his proposal (see Acknowledgements). The above failures thus highlight the difficulty of deriving the property in the general setting. However, the past attempts suggested a proof strategy, which we utilized herein to successfully derive the global Markov property from first principles.
Preliminaries
We now provide additional background knowledge to keep this report self-contained.
Graphical Terminology
We will consider both undirected and directed graphs. An undirected graph represents each variable in X as a vertex and contains undirected edges "−" between the vertices. We say that two vertices X i and X j are adjacent in an undirected graph when we have X i − X j . Consider three disjoint subsets of X, denoted as A, B and C. A set of vertices A forms a clique in an undirected graph when all of the vertices in A are adjacent to each other. We call a sequence of undirected edges between A and B that does not pass through a vertex more than once as an undirected path between A and B. We say that A and B are connected given C if and only if there exists an undirected path between A and B that does not pass through C. Moreover, A and B are separated given C if and only if A and B are not connected given C. An undirected path Π is active between A and B given C when Π lies between A and B but does not pass through C. We say that a joint density over X satisfies the global Markov property with respect to (w.r.t.) an undirected graph when the following property holds: if A and B are separated given C, then A and B are conditionally independent given C, denoted as A ⊥ ⊥ B|C for shorthand.
We will summarize a causal process using directed graphs. A directed graph G represents each variable in X as a vertex and contains directed edges "→" or "←" between the vertices. We say that X i is a direct cause or parent of X j , when we have the directed edge X i → X j . We denote this relation as X i ∈ Pa G (X j ) for shorthand. Similarly, X j is a child of X i . Two vertices X i and X j are adjacent, if there exists a directed edge between X i and X j irrespective of its direction. We write X i * − * X j when we have either X i → X j or X i ← X j . If we have X i → X j ← X k in a directed graph, then we refer to X j as a collider. We also call X i and X k spouses. On the other hand, the vertex X j is a non-collider, if we have
We call a sequence of directed edges between A and B that does not pass through a vertex more than once as a directed path between A and B. Next, X i is an ancestor of X j , denoted as X i ∈ Anc G (X j ), when there exists a directed path from X i to X j . We also apply the definition of an ancestor to a set of vertices A as follows: Anc(A) = {X i |X i ∈ Anc(X j ) for some X j ∈ A}. A directed graph contains a cycle or a feedback loop when X i is an ancestor of X j , and we have the directed edge X j → X i . A directed graph is more specifically called a directed acyclic graph (DAG), if the directed graph does not contain cycles. We say that A and B are d-connected given C if and only if there exists a directed path Π between A and B such that the following two criteria hold: (a) X k ∈ W for every collider X k on Π, and (b) X k ∈ W for every non-collider X k on Π. Colombo et al. (2012) ) Suppose that X i and X j are not in W ⊆ X \ {X i , X j }, there is a sequence σ of distinct vertices in X from X i to X j , and there is a set P of paths such that:
1. for each pair of adjacent vertices X v and X w in σ, there is a unique path in P that d-connects X v and X w given W ; 2. if a vertex X q in σ is in W , then the paths in P that contain X q as an endpoint collide at X q ;
3. if for three vertices X v , X w and X q occurring in that order in σ, the d-connecting paths in P between X v and X w , and between X w and X q collide at X w , then X w ∈ Anc(W ).
Then there is a path
We say that a joint density over X satisfies the global Markov property w.r.t. a directed graph when the following property holds: Lauritzen et al., 1990) . We can associate a moral graph to a directed graph by marrying the spouses, or drawing an undirected edge between the spouses, and then converting all directed edges into undirected edges. We will utilize the following equivalence relation between d-separation in a directed graph and connection in the corresponding moral graph:
Lemma 2. (Proposition 5.13 on page 72 in Cowell et al. (1999)) A ⊥ ⊥ d B|C if and only if
A and B are connected given C in the moral graph over Anc(A ∪ B ∪ C).
Further Details on Mixture of DAGs
Recall that we can utilize a DAG to represent a joint density that factorizes according to Equation (1). We can also generalize the DAG to a mixture of DAGs in order to model the joint density in Equation (2). Unfortunately, the joint density in Equation (2) does not imply any CI relations over X because all of the variables are children of T . The set Pa G T (X i ) may however not vary on the support of f (T ). We may also have
. In other words, the parent set remains unchanged and the conditional density does not vary across time. Let X ∅ ⊆ X denote the set of variables satisfying the above two criteria. We can then write the following for those X i ∈ X ∅ :
where Pa G ∅ (X i ) denotes a parent set that does not vary over time. We may now rewrite Equation (2) as follows:
where we assume that
Figure 2: An example of a mother graph M. The superscripts correspond to G 1 , G 2 and G 3 .
Mother Graph
Let G refer to the set of unique DAGs over X ∪ T indexed by T . Note that G ∅ ∈ G. Strobl (2019) introduced the notion of a mother graph M to graphically represent a mixture of DAGs. The mother graph is a DAG formed by plotting all of the DAGs in G next to each other. We therefore refer to each graph in G as a sub-DAG of M. Note that G can only contain a finite number of DAGs because the number of possible DAGs over a finite random vector Z is finite. Let q ∈ N + denote the number of DAGs in G. We use the notation G i to refer to the i th sub-DAG of M. Suppose for instance that G contains three sub-DAGs
We can then plot these three DAGs next to each other as in Figure 2 to create M. The superscripts in M index the DAGs in G. Let D, E and F denote disjoint subsets of Z. Also let
We say that the two sets of variables D and E are d-separated given F in M if and only if the vertices
From here on, we refer to the vertices X ′ i in M using the variable X i and drop the superscripts in the graphical representation of M in order to simplify notation. Similarly, we refer to the set of vertices D ′ with the set of variables D. We write Z i * − * Z j in M if and only if we have
The same holds for children, spouses and ancestors.
New Definitions
We first require some new definitions about the mother graph before we can state the main result. We reserve Z p+1 = T so that Z i = X i for any i ≤ p. We define the m-collider, a generalization of a collider in a single directed graph:
is a mixture collider (m-collider) in M if and only if at least one of the following conditions holds for the triple
Notice that the first part of the definition corresponds to the definition of a collider in a single directed graph. We require the second condition in order to account for conditional dependence relations that may be induced between sub-DAGs in M. Figures 2 and 3 (a) provide examples of m-colliders.
We also require the definition of an m-path in a mother graph. Let D, E and F correspond to disjoint subsets of Z. 2. X i → X j ← T in one sub-DAG of M and T → X j ← X k in another sub-DAG.
Notice that the second condition in the above definition corresponds to the second condition in the definition of an m-collider. There thus exists an m-path between X i and X k in the mother graph shown in Figure 3 (a) , even though there does not exist a directed path between X i and X k in any sub-DAG of M.
We are now ready to define m-d-connection as follows: 
Notice then that we have X i ⊥ ⊥ md X j |X k in both Figure 3 
Proof. We prove this by contrapositive. If D ⊥ ⊥ d E|F in M, then the following conditions hold for at least one directed path Π between D and E:
1. X k ∈ F for every collider X k on Π;
2. Z k ∈ F for every non-collider X k on Π.
Notice that a directed path Π between D and E must also be an m-path between D and E by definition. It follows that the following two conditions hold for at least one m-path Π between D and E:
1. X k ∈ F for every m-collider X k on Π;
2. Z k ∈ F for every non-m-collider Z k on Π because, if X k is an m-collider on Π and the second condition in Definition 1 holds but the first condition does not, then Π is not a directed path between D and E.
We therefore conclude that we have D ⊥ ⊥ md E|F in M.
Figure 3: Subfigure (a) provides an example of both an m-collider X j and an m-path between X i and X k . We also have examples of mother graphs where (a) X i ⊥ ⊥ md X k |X j and (b) X i ⊥ ⊥ md X k . Notice that d-separation finds an erroneous CI relation in (a), whereas m-dseparation does not.
Main Result
We are now ready to derive the global Markov property for a mixture of DAGs. Recall that A, B and C denote disjoint subsets of X. We have:
Proof. We first consider M, the moral graph of M. Let M Anc M (A∪B∪C) denote the moral graph of the ancestral set containing A ∪ B ∪ C. We then consider a partition of variables (not just vertices)Ä ∪B ∪ C = Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C) such that A ⊆Ä, B ⊆B, andÄ,B and C are disjoint sets of variables. We also require thatÄ andB be separated by C in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) . We now argue that such a partition is possible. By Lemma 3, we have A ⊥ ⊥ d B|C in M, so A and B are also separated by C in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) by Lemma 2. Now consider the set of variables
1. There does not exist an undirected path between Z i and A for every sub-DAG or an undirected path between Z i and B for every sub-DAG (or both) that is active given C. More specifically:
(a) If there does not exist an undirected path between Z i and A that is active given C for every sub-DAG, but such a path does exist between Z i and B for some sub-DAG, then place Z i inB.
(b) If there does not exist an undirected path between Z i and B that is active given C for every sub-DAG, but such a path does exist between Z i and A for some sub-DAG, then place Z i inÄ.
(c) If there does not exist an undirected path between Z i and A that is active given C for every sub-DAG and there likewise does not exist such a path between Z i and B for every sub-DAG, then place Z i in eitherÄ orB (but not both).
2. There exists an undirected path between Z i and A for some sub-DAG and an undirected path between Z i and B for some sub-DAG that are both active given C. If the two sub-graphs in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) correspond to the same sub-DAG in M, then A and B would be connected given C in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) ; a contradiction. Now suppose that the two sub-graphs in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) corresponds to different sub-DAGs in M, denoted as G 1 and G 2 . Note that Z i and A are d-connected given C in G 1 , so there exists a d-connecting path Π Z i A between Z i and A given C in G 1 . As a result, every vertex on
, it follows that we may more specifically claim T ∈ Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C). Let Π T A denote a shortest d-connecting path between T and A on Π Z i A , and likewise let Π T B denote a shortest d-connecting path between T and B on Π Z i B . Setting P = {Π T A , Π T B } and then invoking Lemma 1, we form a d-connecting path between A and B given C, which implies that A and B are connected given C in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) ; another contradiction. We can therefore conclude that there does not exist an undirected path between Z i and A for some sub-DAG and an undirected path between Z i and B for some sub-DAG that are both active given C, even if the two sub-graphs correspond to different sub-DAGs.
We conclude that there exists a disjoint partition of variablesÄ ∪B ∪ C = Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C). Moreover, by the impossibility of the second point above,Ä andB must be separated by
We may then consider all of the cliques in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) corresponding to each vertex and its married parents. Denote this set of cliques as E. Also let EB denote the set of cliques in E that have non-empty intersection witḧ B. By the above paragraph,Ä andB are non-adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) , so no clique in EB can contain a member ofÄ. We also haveB ∩ e = ∅ for all e ∈ E \ EB. We can write the following using M Anc M (A∪B∪C) :
where γ denotes a non-negative function. We then proceed by integrating out [Ä∪B]\[A∪B]:
where the fifth equality follows because [Ä \ A] ∩ [B \ B] = ∅ by construction. The conclusion follows by the sixth equality in this case. Now assume that T ∈ Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C). Since A, B and C are disjoint subsets of X, it follows that T is contained in eitherÄ \ A orB \ B (but not both). Assume without loss of generality that T is contained inB \B and thereforeB. As a result,Ä and therefore A cannot contain a child of T because this would imply thatÄ andB are connected given C via T in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) . It follows that onlyB or C (or both) can contain the children of T . As a side note, notice that connection given C in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) alone (or equivalently d-separation via Lemma 2) does not exclude the possibility that A and henceÄ contains a spouse of T (e.g., Figure 3 (a) where
We will nevertheless see that m-d-separation gracefully handles this situation as detailed below.
Note thatÄ andB are non-adjacent M Anc M (A∪B∪C) because they are separated given C. We then have two scenarios:
1. (Part 1)B contains at least one child of T . Then,Ä cannot contain a spouse of T because this would imply thatÄ andB are adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) . Hence,Ä and T are non-adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) , and we may more specifically claim thatÄ and B ∪ T are non-adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) .
Next let EB ∪T denote the set of cliques in E that have non-empty intersection withB ∪T . By the above paragraph,Ä andB ∪ T are non-adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) , so no clique in EB ∪T can contain a member ofÄ. We also have (B ∪ T ) ∩ e = ∅ for all e ∈ E \ EB ∪T .
Note that EB ∪T contains all of the children and spouses of T (that are both inÄ ∪B and not inÄ ∪B, i.e. in C). We next take C and consider the partition C ∪ [C \ C], where C corresponds to the vertices in both C and a clique in EB ∪T . Next, we consider the density f (Ä,B, C). We can write the following using M Anc M (A∪B∪C) :
where γ denotes a non-negative function. The summation after the second equality is possible because EB ∪T contains every clique that intersects with T by construction.
We then proceed by integrating out
The conclusion follows by the fifth equality in this case.
2.B does not contain any children of T . Then all of the children of T in Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C) must lie in C. We have four sub-cases:
(a)B contains a spouse of T in Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C) butÄ does not. SinceÄ does not contain a spouse of T or a child of T , we know thatB ∪ T andÄ are non-adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) . It follows that we can proceed just like Part 1 using EB ∪T and E \ EB ∪T .
(b)Ä contains a spouse of T in Anc M (A∪B ∪C) butB does not. We proceed similarly to the argument of (a). SinceB does not contain a spouse of T or a child of T , we know thatÄ ∪ T andB are non-adjacent in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) . It follows that we can proceed just like Part 1, except with the modification that we consider the cliques EÄ ∪T and E \ EÄ ∪T as opposed to EB ∪T and E \ EB ∪T .
(c) BothÄ andB contain spouses of T in Anc M (A ∪ B ∪ C). This implies thaẗ A ⊥ ⊥ mdB |C. We already know that A ⊥ ⊥ md B|C, so A and B cannot both contain spouses of T . We may thus claim that one of the following three situations holds:
i. A does not contain a spouse of T but B does, so thatÄ \ A and B contain spouses of T . Note further that A cannot be adjacent toÄ\ A in any sub-DAG whereÄ \ A is a spouse of T because, if this did happen, then we would have A ⊥ ⊥ md B|C in M. It follows that A and (Ä \ A) ∪B ∪ T are non-adjacent M Anc M (A∪B∪C) . We can therefore consider the cliques E (Ä\A)∪B∪T as well as E \ E (Ä\A)∪B∪T , where the latter contains all of the variables in A, and proceed as in Part 1. ii. B does not contain a spouse of T but A does, so that A andB \ B contain spouses of T . The argument for this proceeds analogously as the above argument. We therefore consider the cliques EÄ ∪(B\B)∪T as well as E \ EÄ ∪(B\B)∪T , where the latter contains all of the variables in B, and proceed as in Part 1. iii. Both A and B do not contain spouses of T , so thatÄ \ A andB \ B contain spouses of T . It follows that both A and B are non-adjacent to T in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) (and non-adjacent to each other 
γ(e)
where C now corresponds to those vertices in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) in both C and
, we obtain:
where the third equality follows becauseË,F andG are disjoint subsets of
. We can therefore write:
T e∈E\ [EÄ∪EB] γ(e)
where C now corresponds to those vertices in M Anc M (A∪B∪C) in both C and in a clique in
The conclusion follows because we have considered all possible cases.
Notice that the proof of the above theorem proceeds by taking the moral graph of an ancestral set of M, and then parsing this moral graph into cliques for all possible cases. The m-dseparation criterion always allows us to separate the cliques into two or three groups with one containing T and the others not. The proof then proceeds by marginalization, allowing us to factorize the joint density f (A, B, C) into a product of two non-negative functions involving A ∪ C and B ∪ C. Note that standard d-separation fails in the proof at 2 (c) because both A and B can contain spouses of T . Consider for example the mother graph in Figure 3 (a). Let T 1 denote the time points where the joint density factorizes according to G 1 and T 2 to G 2 . Here, X i ⊥ ⊥ X k |X j because we can write the joint density as:
which does not factorize into two non-negative functions γ(X i , X j )γ(X k , X j ). However, notice that X i ⊥ ⊥ d X k |X j in M, so that d-separation implies an erroneous CI relation. Now leẗ A = A = X i , B = X k ,B = X k ∪ T and C = X j . We can trace the problem of d-separation within the proof of Theorem 1 back to the fact that bothÄ andB contain spouses of T as in 2 (c), but so do both A and B. As a result, we cannot factorize the density into cliques and ultimately into two non-negative functions involving A ∪ C and B ∪ C. In contrast, the m-d-separation criterion prevents A and B from simultaneously containing spouses of T and therefore leads to the correct conclusion. We can check this claim in the above example because we have X i ⊥ ⊥ md X k |X j . Figure 4 : A more complicated example illustrating the global Markov property, where we have X m ⊥ ⊥ md X k |{X j , X l }.
We thus conclude that m-d-separation successfully detects the independence relation X i ⊥ ⊥ X k in this case. Figure 4 provides a more complicated example involving both an m-collider and a non-mcollider. Here, we have three sub-DAGs in M. Notice that X m ⊥ ⊥ md X k |{X j , X l }. We may also write:
so that we have X m ⊥ ⊥ X k |{X j , X l } as expected from the global Markov property.
Conclusion
We derived the global Markov property for a mixture of the DAGs. Our derivation builds upon the ideas introduced in (Spirtes, 1994) and (Strobl, 2019) . We introduced the notion of m-d-separation which in turn utilizes the notion of an m-collider. The m-collider allows us to prove the property by factorizing the joint density into two non-negative functions, one involving T and the other not. We ultimately hope that this global Markov property will help investigators design algorithms for causal discovery using a mixture of DAGs in order to handle feedback loops and non-stationarity simultaneously.
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